Breathing Under Water
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Lay here,
beneath the surface.
Let light laugh
in liquid paths,
While all the river
breathes above you,
Rising smoke,
a wraith, a wreath
of dryad-danced glances
into the dark
A universe holds still
lets ripples settle
Silver scribbles
in restless whorls,
in restless worlds
the rest unfurls.
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She is a stillness all her own
An absolute of the dusking world
Lets time pass unimpeded
Head bowed to her oscillate reflection
Beneath her silvering second
she watches, for when russet water
blossoms into pearlescent life
- the sharp dart of the neck
A sudden storm of wings
violet air fills with beating shocks
She gathers upwards gifting
a swift rain of minute shining scales
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long lolling
languorous
sinew-stretched cat
black tongue laps
red flecked you flex
your iridescent luminescence
oil slick quick
slip
and trip
your shadow fingers
along the city’s parting lips jaguar river
panther river
shoulders rounded
waiting
(breathing)
wanting
(breathing)
baiting
(breathing)
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god
lit sharp
electric
our jet
our onyx
our obsidian
gold
scried grey ghosts
in neon oil
slicked streets
trod
wet tarmac
bare-footed
sole black
hungry
old.
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We turned South
From the estuary’s sprawling belly
into late afternoon burnish
grey-backed Medway, lipped round with
bunkers, cooling towers, silent wars,
all blocks and slabs
adverse currents
jarring the surface
and the engine chunking up the water
Mundane gulls broke backs above.
The skipper pointed west
Dolphins, his gesture said;
and dove-dull water bulged
bronze crests in living sunlight
an elegant wake of such surprising joy
leapt up in displaced exultation - how
could such supple beauty know these brick-heavy
tideways? But they danced
and diving laugh-tailed
left us
and were gone.
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In the first split of cell from cell / the tangled knots of life
unravel/ our limbs our hymns our fears sprawled across the years
/ fingers reaching for distant promises / made by gods long since
imploded / under the weight of their own greed for souls / our
atoms in thrall still to old words / and how do we keep walking?
/ How do we keep walking towards that? All our invisible forces
/ semiotic discourses / all our sense of self or nation give us
only greasy poles or broken crutches / a break a flux / as destiny
is dead as dust / we limp on towards the inevitable must and
how do we keep walking? How do we keep walking towards
that? Now we’ve filled the empty aeons with bright logic sharp
equations / yet still we have no answer when we holler at the
long night / For despite each solution each furtherance each
evolution / we all are matter only and no matter at all and how
do we keep walking? How do we keep walking towards that? A
firework of synapses and out we shout our names into the void /
but they return unheard and soundless / whilst the mould grows
much faster than the sweet hereafter and we must keep walking
/ we must keep walking / we must keep walking towards that.
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I wore violent greenblue
polish on my nails Emeralds
at the tips of my fingers.
I send them Giddy,
drunk Reeling, jigging.
I will dance them all over
the taut white hills
Where your ribs, your
spine, your breath
press hard
against your skin.
Here is my spell: I bind
you to me
with threads of red
and black and
sugar In your coffee
sweet and burnt I
Light endless candles from
your cigarettes
red and Black I say your
name until my voice
Catches fire and
the words come out sweet red
lips On cold white china.
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We lost our thread
in the maze.
Skulls shifted
in their catacomb cradles
and I followed their gaze
to the green-fingered moss
the grey-smoked dust
the blue hereafter
a whisper;
Leave as lightly
as the wind kisses the river.
No ghost remain
to stare
jealous-eyed
at your skin
pearled with the rain.
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A libretto fragment: the cosmonaut sees Earth for the last time as his
shuttle disintegrates on entry.
Here
There is no oxygen here
there is no breath here
I am cinders
I am atoms released
I am pure atmosphere
There is only gravity left
I am no mass
no matter
free
free fall
There the green and blue make silver
the sunlight on the water
takes your breath away
- they say.
Atom released, I am
a little mushroom puff
exhalation
extermination
exultation
See what I did
See what I did
From here
see
all of it
Time stands waiting for me to see
what we did
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In the warp and weft of asphalt
pavements bitumen streets, light
halted, trapped - reflects, refracts
carpeting the tarmac
thresholds in a massless dance. Photons
loosed uncountable light years distant
shawl up the evening’s indigo haze, gold-leaf
the least of days. What excess of vision
here. What exotic cloths woven and spent
from rare fragments of great deaths
long since died.
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Old face of an old deity
slow smile
scarred by ten thousand years
of sleet
ring the drops round generously
open palm
supple skin, stippled limb
ancient eyes
wise in the brevity of their blink
and sink.
She knows already what we must learn
Water flows
uphill too, and ice can burn.
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Sun down music In
dim bars Lovers hold
each other
sway
hips together repeat
the gesture
every
small
parabola
echoing
a longer
reel
marking our
swing night to day
day to dusk brief
as
the glimmer
of light
on water
dance
now dance
now not later.
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The same rook
looping over the same wood
Rushes, reeds
(Reeds? Rushes?)
We looked for birds we wouldn’t recognise
anyway, ate cold chicken.
I rolled Welsh syllables round my mouth
plump and sweet as raisins.
A train on the estuary edge
rattled an old song into echo.
We didn’t speak, not knowing
any answers. Only watched for the crow.
The reeds (rushes?)
said everything else.
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A hundred cities glitter
beneath the wings of planes.
In each of them
somewhere stands
a woman by a river
hands in pockets
a rail ticket, bus pass, travel card
sharp against her thumb.

She runs her thumb along
the ticket’s dog-eared edge,
traces a single line
connecting this river
to all the other rivers
in all the other cities.
A world of silvered, flickering veins
A body of water.

She watches light
tricking its way across
the surface of the water
playing a game of hide-and-seek
with the wind.

Her breath joins the breeze
that stirs the surface
that dances the light
that makes a path
all the way
to you.
While the river flows always
through, and through
and through.
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When I wake
tangled in weeds
or the absence of you
I remember
I can breathe under water
The amphibian part
uncurls in murky cortex
loops his tail
‘o’
pushes me
web-toed into the depths
of still pools
I fill my lungs with liquid
gulp greedily
The weight of it
not a drowning
but a fulfilling
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Unfold the river’s memory
trace the ripples
to the stone, thrown
or the breeze, blown.
Undo the reeds’ reflected twine
and follow the unknotted line
between now
and then
a pavane of hydrogen
and oxygen
and before that even,
a hot helium embrace
Keep undoing the done
and right back, further back
is the only-now
the not-yet-then
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unslept, unknown, undulate
slumber these
long-limbed hours
Pulled seawards
by a silken tide
a grace of wavelets sigh
along the banks of me
A wing rises in wash and wake
unseeing, unbeing, untaught
Dark a river draws
along a chiffon sky
Oh, but the dawn scores
its razor through the night
All dreams must die
Light and life
light
as a knife
blade
I.
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Locked below quickstep soles
the Fleet whispers secrets still,
mutters to herself in obfuscating
channels of unrelenting concrete
No longer guardian to the broken
pot, lost doll, dead dog. Not
trusted with these shabby treasures
missing hoards, no more gifting
laid votive in the banks of Thames.
An old woman now, oublietted,
she complains at no one and everyone,
mud-hearted, glass-eyed.
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On the edge of White Hill
I strayed foot-prints across pastures
Let the rains sing strange hymns
to the mud-mouthed earth
Along the brook-furrowed fields
placed my pacing thoughts
Planted each, careful as a serf,
dibbled secrets into soft clay
Next year, or any year, under this
Ache of sky, new shoots might pierce
with early green the fabric of land
and root a quiet violence calling out still
After my foot-prints
have long washed downstream
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In winterpale sun
My feet tendrilled to wet clay
At the very edge of you
I am a semi-breve span
In this concerto, but i know
How the music goes on
Pizzicato gulls in
The joyful expanse over
Your basso-continuo of ages
Thrumming with the
seasons that soak themselves
In your chorus of
Embankmented boom
And hush, pianissimo too
Of new generations
Who hear the softer song
of sand, and wind
through the dry clay pipe-stems
That you stole to play
To the plush-garmented tudors
And rough-palmed workmen
The boatmen who sang back to you
Their own songs
Of women and wine.
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